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Abu Sayyaf Assessment: Jolo Island

Jolo Island

Overview

The AllSource Analysis assessment of the Abu Sayyaf Group (ASG) on Jolo Island resulted in five key 
findings. First, ASG is composed of loosely organized, clan-based groups moving between temporary 
camps primarily among three municipal districts on the western half of Jolo Island. Second, AllSource 
developed a GEOINT baseline of rural areas of western Jolo, observed several anomalous features in 
these areas, and identified two sets of GEOINT indicators for assessments of ASG on Jolo. Third, 
AllSource identified three facilities associated with political and/or military response to ASG; continuing to 
monitor these areas should contribute to future assessments of ASG on Jolo. Fourth, AllSource Analysis 
has developed two historical case studies of possible ASG camps that serve as examples of AllSource’s
ASG research methodology. Fifth, AllSource developed a monitoring plan for analyzing ASG on Jolo
Island. Following is a more specific overview of this study’s key findings.

Key Findings

The Abu Sayyaf Group (ASG) on Jolo Island is not a centrally organized group with permanent 
support facilities; it is instead loosely organized, clan-based groups moving between temporary 
camps. ASG temporary camp locations are probably located among three municipal districts on the 
western half of Jolo Island: Indanan, Pakitul, and Talipao. 

AllSource developed a GEOINT baseline understanding of rural areas of Indanan, Pakitul, and 
Talipao, and observed several anomalous features in these areas. Additionally, AllSource identified 
two sets of GEOINT indicators for future monitoring of ASG: temporary structures in remote areas, and 
military equipment such as helicopters and artillery used against ASG camps. 

AllSource identified three support facilities on Jolo Island associated with political and/or military 
response to ASG; continuing to monitor these areas should yield additional insight into the ASG 
situation on Jolo Island. First, Camp Bautista in Jolo city coordinates local military response to ASG, 
and houses helicopters and artillery reportedly used against ASG camps in 2017. Second, Jolo city police 
station jail periodically holds captured ASG members and was the site of a July 2017 ASG prison escape. 
Third, the Moro National Liberation Front Camp Astana is located in an area historically associated with 
ASG and was reportedly the site of an ASG hostage transfer in 2016. 

AllSource identified two historical cases of possible ASG camps on Jolo Island (slides 22-25). 
These cases serve as examples of AllSource’s ASG research methodology, specifically with regard to the 
GEOINT indicators of temporary structures in remote areas of Jolo Island.

AllSource developed a monitoring plan for analyzing ASG on Jolo Island. First, regularly collect 
30cm imagery covering the Indanan, Pakitul, and Talipao areas of western Jolo Island. Second, monitor 
Philippine news media for ASG-related incidents, and continue geolocating these incidents. Third, 
monitor Philippine government military response to ASG on Jolo, and search for imagery showing 
indications of this response; finding indications of airstrikes/shelling of ASG positions would give 
additional insight to ASG locations. Fourth, continue researching historical ASG camp locations to find 
location information for past ASG temporary camps to develop GEOINT indicators for future searches.

Location:

Jolo Island, Philippines

Coordinates:

6.015 N 121.1052 E

Date of Imagery:

September 28, 2017

August 30, 2017

July 27, 2017

June 26, 2017

June 23, 2017

April 24, 2017

March 15, 2017

June 7, 2016

March 22, 2016

March 20, 2016

February 3, 2014

November 5, 2013

August 22, 2009

December 1, 2007
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Background

The Abu Sayyaf (alternate name: Abu Sayf) Group (ASG) is fighting for an independent Islamic province. In 2000 ASG was reported to have less 
than1,500 members, however more recent media reports assert ASG is composed of approximately 400 members drawn from clan and family 
groups. Kidnapping local officials, foreign workers and tourists, bombing offices, pirating small trading vessels and extortion are their main tactics. 
ASG is designated a terrorist organization by the United Nations, and the United States military has historically provided training and intelligence 
support to the Armed Forces of the Philippines in their operations against ASG. 

The operating theater for ASG extends over most of the southern Philippine islands, with Mindanao, Basilan and Jolo being the most active. This 
report addresses the feasibility of using commercial satellite imagery to focus on the known and theorized locations of Abu Sayyaf camps and/or 
hiding places on Jolo Island. (Figure 1)

The small size of Jolo Island makes any portion reachable in just a few hours. A review of the incidents suggests that ASG members benefit from 
local support. This local support makes it less likely isolated camps would be necessary to support a group of fighters. Isolated camps may be 
needed for training new members or for practicing for large attacks.

Analysis

According to multiple sources, ASG-related activity has historically been concentrated on the western side of Jolo Island. Figure 2 shows a 2008 
assessment of ASG threat concentrations according to an unclassified U.S. government source. Additionally, AllSource Analysis assesses that most 
ASG-related incidents occurring between 2005 and 2017 are located on the western half of the island, with most concentrated in the Pakitul, 
Indanan, and Talipao areas of the island. (Figure 3)

AllSource Analysis concentrated geospatial analysis on the Pakitul, Indanan, and Talipao districts on the western side of Jolo Island and conducted 
a geospatial assessment of ASG on Jolo Island according to four general approaches: 

• Identifying known locations associated with the ASG issue

• Geolocating significant ASG incidents reported in open sources during 2017

• Conducting a comprehensive imagery search of remote areas looking for possible ASG camps according to open source ground photos.

• Identifying historical case studies to demonstrate AllSource’s ASG research methodology.

Following is an overview of findings according to these four approaches.

Known locations associated with the ASG issue

According to multiple sources, Camp General Teodolfo Bautista (Camp Bautista), located on the northeastern edge of Jolo city at 6.0553N 
121.0130E, coordinates the Philippine government military response to ASG on Jolo Island. For example, according to Philippine media sources, in 
2017 the Philippine military conducted helicopter airstrikes and artillery shelling of ASG positions in Pakitul district, and used 105-millimeter artillery 
to shell ASG positions in Talipao districts.  AllSource Analysis  observed McDonnell Douglas 520MG Defender and Bell UH-1 Iroquois helicopters, 
as well as M101 Howitzers, periodically stationed at Camp Bautista (Figure 4).
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Analysis, continued

Known locations associated with the ASG issue, continued

AllSource analysis of GEOINT reveals that the Moro National Liberation Front (MNLF) constructed a camp named Astana at 6.0108N 120.9372E. 
(Figure 5) MNLF was historically an Islamic separatist organization, but recently it has developed peaceful relations with the Philippine government. 
According to multiple sources, MNLF Camp Astana was the site of ASG hostage transfers in 2016, suggesting that the MNLF was involved in 
negotiations related to ASG hostages during this period. Further, the location of Camp Astana in an area of Indanan historically associated with 
reported ASG activity suggests that the MNLF may assist the Philippine government in pacifying this area of Jolo Island.

Geolocated ASG incidents reported during 2017

According to AllSource assessment of media reports, at least 12 ASG-related incidents occurring between 2013 and 2017 occurred on the western 
half of Jolo Island, with at least ten ASG incidents concentrated in the Pakitul, Indanan, and Talipao municipal districts of the island. (Figure 3)

Additionally, according to multiple sources, ASG prisoners escaped from the Jolo city police station jail (6.0542N 121.0019E ) on July 16, 2017.  The 
Jolo city police station is located adjacent to the town hall and lies approximately 250 meters from Camp Bautista. (Figure 6) It is unknown if this 
prison escape precipitated reported Philippine military helicopter airstrikes and artillery shelling of ASG positions in the Pakitul area 10 days later.

Baseline Imagery Assessment of Remote Areas in Pakitul, Indanan, and Talipao districts, western Jolo Island

AllSource Analysis used open source ground images of ASG-related structures on Jolo Island as a search reference for identifying ASG candidate 
locations in remote areas of Pakitul, Indanan, and Talipao districts. (Figure 7) These items were all discovered by Philippine Army units on Jolo. 
Assuming that ASG desired camps and hideouts in areas of limited population, intense scrutiny was applied to these districts looking for camps, 
isolated structures, or anomalies. 

As a result of this search, AllSource developed a baseline assessment for ASG searches identifying typical local transport and agriculture 
infrastructure. Analysis of GEOINT reveals the search area is characterized by an extensive jungle canopy, small villages, probable mangosteen
orchards, palm groves, tilled soil, row crops, isolated farm houses, and dirt roads. (Figures 8, 9, 10, 11) Most dirt roads are probably accessible via 
four-wheel-drive vehicles, animal-drawn carts, motorcycles, scooters, and farm tractors. Additionally, many areas appear walkable with limited 
obstructions; the distance from the summit of Mount Sinumaan to a road or track is no farther than 3.6 km. Additionally, seasonal vegetation 
periodically alters or hinders observations of structures on the ground. (Figure 12) Altogether, the extensive jungle canopy and frequent cloud cover 
over remote areas of western Jolo Island periodically hinders identification of temporary camps. 

During the development of this baseline assessment, AllSource observed several notable anomalous features, such as recently created clearings 
and possible farm-related temporary structures and trenches in remote areas. (Figures 13, 14, 15) These observations demonstrates the possibility 
of observing small-scale camp structures such as those illustrated in the ground image references noted above, and contributes to a GEOINT 
baseline assessment for ASG searches. (Figure 7)
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Historical Case Studies: See Slides 22-25

AllSource conducted an analysis of historical satellite imagery according to established GEOINT indicators for ASG temporary camps.  As a result of 
this analysis, AllSource identified two historical cases of possible ASG camps in the Pakitul and Indanan districts of western Jolo Island. These 
possible ASG camps reflect our analytic methodology: temporary structures, isolated areas, and high elevations that facilitate viewing activity over a 
large area. For more detail, please see slides 22-25 in this presentation.

Conclusion

Attempting to locate and identify Abu Sayyaf camps on the island of Jolo will remain a challenge without priority tasking of 30cm satellite imagery for 
regular monitoring of the most recent imagery. Exploiting regularly collected satellite imagery according to ASG GEOINT indicators, and geolocating
ASG incident reports with  this satellite imagery will greatly assist future reporting. In addition, identifying coordinates of previously identified ASG 
camps and other locations is important for developing imagery-based search references. Specific locations of previous ASG camps that can be 
located on contemporaneous historical imagery would provide essential imagery correlations that would inform ongoing ASG camp searches. 

Additionally, regular monitoring of Philippine military responses to ASG could reveal additional insight about the ASG issue on Jolo Island. In 
particular, monitoring Camp Bautista’s regular order-of-battle will help characterize military responses to ASG. Observing specific indications of 
military engagements against ASG, especially artillery shelling of ASG positions, could reveal more information about ASG locations on Jolo Island. 
Further, the recent construction of MNLF’s Camp Astana may reflect a political strategy for pacifying ASG-related areas of Jolo Island. The location 
of Camp Astana in an area of Indanan historically associated with reported ASG activity, together with the camp’s recent association with an ASG 
hostage handover, suggests that the MNLF may periodically assist the Philippine government in pacifying this area of Jolo Island. Ongoing 
monitoring of Camp Astana may reveal additional insight about local political responses to ASG activities on Jolo Island.

Given these conclusions, AllSource Analysis developed a four part ASG monitoring plan. First, regularly collect and exploit 30cm satellite 
imagery covering the Indanan, Pakitul, and Talipao areas of western Jolo Island. Second, monitor Philippine news media for ASG-related incidents, 
and continue geolocating these incidents. Third, monitor Philippine government military response to ASG on Jolo, and search for imagery showing 
indications of this response; finding indications of airstrikes/shelling of ASG positions would give additional insight to ASG locations. Fourth, 
continue researching historical ASG camp locations to find location information for past ASG temporary camps to develop GEOINT indicators for 
future searches.
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Exploited DigitalGlobe Imagery (Collection Date – Sensor – Catalog ID)

09/28/2017 – WV03 – 10400100339FB800

08/30/2017 – WV04 – dc05fb77-3907-4715-b396-18cc25743ae3-inv

08/30/2017 – WV02 – 10300100715D4D00

07/27/2017 – WV03 – 1040010030A42400

06/26/2017 – GE01 – 104001002D2C8700

06/23/2017 – WV02 – 103001006D295E00

04/24/2017 – GE01 – 105001000961BC00

03/15/2017 – WV02 – 10300100658CB900

03/15/2017 – WV02 – 1030010063CF8000

06/07/2016 – GE01 – 1050010004B4CD00

03/22/2016 – WV03 – 104001001940F400

03/20/2016 – GE01 – 105001000370E700

02/03/2014 – WV02 – 103001002C45C400

11/05/2013 – GE01 – 105041000440F500

08/22/2009 – QB02 – 101001000A236E00

12/01/2007 – QB02 – 1010010007697900
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Figure 1. Overview, Jolo Island.
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Jolo city

Municipality of Indanan

Pakitul

Parang

Talipao

Municipality of Kalingalan Caluang

Municipality of Omar

Municipality of Lu-uk

Maimbung

Old Panamao

Province of Sulu

New Panamao

This slide shows an overview of place 

names on Jolo Island, according to the 

NGA geonames database.



Figure 2. Historical estimations of Abu Sayyaf threat concentrations, Joint Special Operations Task Force, 2008.
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Jolo city

Jolo Island

This slide shows  2008 estimations of Abu 

Sayyaf threat concentrations according to 

Joint Operations Task Force, Philippines.

Source: “Joint Special Operations Task Force – Philippines.” 

Powerpoint briefing. 2008. 
(https://warwick.ac.uk/fac/soc/pais/people/aldrich/vigilant/powerpoints/jsotf-

p_overview_brief_feb_2008_ver_2.ppt. )

3 suspected 

threat concentrations

Three suspected ASG threat concentration areas, 2008



Figure 3. Representative sample of ASG incident locations, approximate, between 2005 and 2017.
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Jolo city

Indanan

Pakitul

Talipao

This slide shows  a representative 

sample of ASG incident approximate 

locations between 2005-2017.



Figure 4. Camp Bautista, Jolo city (6.0554N 121.0133E); helicopter area and artillery in open storage. DigitalGlobe: 2017-04-24.
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Six M101 Howitzers (105mm)

Two Bell UH-1 Iroquois (DigitalGlobe, 2016-06-07)

DigitalGlobe, 2017-09-28

McDonnell Douglas 520MG Defender

This slide shows Armed Forces of the Philippines 

(AFP) military equipment of the same type reportedly 

used against ASG during military operations on Jolo

Island. This equipment represents one set of GEOINT 

indicators related to ASG camp searches.



Figure 5. Moro National Liberation Front (MNLF) Camp Astana, Indanan, Jolo (6.0108N 120.9372E). DigitalGlobe: 2017-09-28
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Image source: http://philexaminer.com/?p=2744 (January 11, 2016)

This slide identifies MNLF Camp Astana. The camp’s 

recent association with an ASG hostage handover 

suggests that ongoing monitoring of Camp Astana 

may reveal additional insight about local political 

responses to ASG activities on Jolo Island.

Image source: 

http://www.benarnews.org/english/news/indonesian/sailors-

released-09192016172432.html (September 18, 2016)

ASG Norweigen hostage  

transferred at Camp Astana, 2016



Figure 6. Jolo City police station jail (6.0542N 121.0019E), site of ASG prison escape on July 16, 2017. DigitalGlobe: 2017-09-28.
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Image source: 

http://thestandard.com.ph/news/top-

stories/242076/14-jolo (July 17, 2017)

Police station

Approximately 250 meters from 
Camp Bautista entrance via road

Town hall

Police station jail

This slide identifies  the Jolo city police station jail, the 

site of an ASG prisoner escape on July 16, 2017. This 

jail periodically holds ASG prisoners captured on Jolo

Island, according to local media reports.



Figure 7. Selected ground images showing ASG-related structures potentially observable on high-resolution satellite imagery.
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This slide identifies temporary structures at 

ASG camps that are potentially observable on 

high-resolution satellite imagery. These 

structures constitute one set of GEOINT 

indicators related to ASG camp searches.

Temporary structures potentially observable 

on high-resolution satellite imagery.



Jungle canopy, Mount 

Sinumaan, Pakitul district

Figure 8. Typical jungle canopy along the slopes of Mount Sinumaan, Pakitul, Jolo Island. DigitalGlobe: 2017-03-15.
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This slide identifies  typical jungle canopy surrounding Mount 

Sinumaan, Pakitul, Jolo Island (6.0387N 121.1008E). This 

illustrates typical foliage cover in remote areas of Jolo Island, 

providing a GEOINT baseline for ASG searches. 



Isolated farm house; common permanent structure 

not overtly associated with temporary camps

Palm trees

Probable mangosteen trees

Dirt road; common transport 

infrastructure in remote areas of 

western Jolo Island

Figure 9. Typical small farm plot on Jolo Island. DigitalGlobe: 2017-03-15.
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This slide identifies  a farm plot in the Pakitul area on Jolo, Island. 

This illustrates common man-made structures, contributing to a 

GEOINT baseline assessment for ASG searches. 



Isolated probable farm house; common permanent 

structure not overtly associated with temporary camps

Row crops; common man-

made agricultural feature

Tilled soil; common man-

made agricultural feature

Figure 10. Typical cultivated fields on Jolo Island. DigitalGlobe: 2017-03-15.
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This slide identifies  a farm plot with cultivated fields in the 

Pakitul area on Jolo, Island. This illustrates common man-

made structures and ground clearings, contributing to a 

GEOINT baseline assessment for ASG searches. 
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Figure 11. Four-wheel-drive track on western slope of Mount Sinumaan, Pakitul, Jolo Island (6.046N 121.063E). DigitalGlobe: 2017-03-15.

Dirt road, probable  four-wheel drive accessible; 

common transport infrastructure in remote areas of 

western Jolo Island 

This slide identifies  a dirt road in the Pakitul area on 

Jolo, Island. This illustrates a typical transportation 

route in remote areas of Jolo Island, contributing to a 

GEOINT baseline assessment for ASG searches. 



Figure 12. Seasonal ground differences, Indanan, Jolo Island. DigitalGlobe imagery: 2017-09-28 (top), 2016-03-21 (left) and 2017-06-26 (right).
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March 21, 2016 June 26, 2017
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September 28, 2017

Hut, 7x19 meters (5.9867N 120.9549E)

This slide identifies  seasonal ground differences at 

the same hut on Jolo, Island. This illustrates how 

the same location may look  different depending on 

the time of year on Jolo Island, providing better 

analytic context for ASG searches. 



Isolated clearing at

6.010N 121.059E; 70-meters-long 

Figure 13. Isolated clearings: eastern slope of Mount Dajo, Indanan (left), Pakitul district (right). 
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Isolated clearing at 6.0660N 121.1173E; 

20-meters-long, and was created between 

March 15 and July 27 2017 

This slide identifies  two clearings in isolated areas of Jolo Island. This illustrates man-made ground 

clearings, contributing to a GEOINT baseline assessment for ASG searches. These clearings could 

be preparation for agricultural use, temporary camp construction, or military operations. Priority 

tasking for regular collection of 30cm resolution imagery will assist in analysis of this phenomenon. 

March 15, 2017 July 27, 2017



Dirt road, probably  four-wheel drive 

accessible; common transport infrastructure 

in remote areas of western Jolo Island 

Clearing; given proximity to permanent structure, could 

be preparation for agricultural use 
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Figure 14. Clearing adjacent to dirt road and hut, Talipao (5.9969N 121.1339E). DigitalGlobe: 2017-07-27.

Hut; common permanent 

structure not overtly associated 

with temporary camps

This slide identifies a clearing, a dirt road, and a 

man-made structure in an isolated areas of Talipao

on Jolo Island. This contributes to a GEOINT 

baseline assessment for ASG searches. 



Possible animal feeding area

Possible fence structures
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Figure 15. Possible fence structure, trench, and animal feeding area, Pakitul; possibly farm-related (6.025N, 121.115E). DigitalGlobe: 2017-07-27.

Possible trench

This slide identifies probable man-made  temporary structures 

in an isolated area of  Pakitul on Jolo Island. This illustrates 

how temporary structures may be observable on high-

resolution satellite imagery for ASG searches, and contributes 

to a GEOINT baseline assessment for ASG searches. 



Historical Case Studies: ASG Suspect Camps on Jolo Island

According to multiple sources, temporary support camps for ASG members were reported in the Indanan and Pakitul districts on 
western Jolo Island. AllSource Analysis assesses these temporary camps could be activated when new recruits require training or a 
major campaign is being planned. Further, analysis of multiple sources suggests that ASG prefers to locate temporary structures in 
isolated areas on higher elevations to increase chances of detecting approaching troops. Given these conditions, AllSource Analysis 
conducted historical imagery searches for ASG camps in elevated areas of Indanan and Pakitul districts, and identified two historical 
cases of possible ASG camps in the Pakitul and Indanan districts of western Jolo Island. (Figure 16)

Case One: Possible ASG Camp on Mount Pang, Pakitul

According to analysis of commercial satellite imagery from 2007, AllSource Analysis identified a possible ASG temporary camp on the 
upper slopes of Mount Pang (Bud Pang) in Patikul district. (Figure 17) This location corresponds with one area of estimated ASG 
threat concentration identified by the Philippines Joint Special Operations Task Force in 2008 (Figure 2).  The camp, located at an 
elevation of 500 meters, occupied an area of about 0.4 hectares and consisted of several tarpaulin-covered structures, a 700 square 
meter clearing, and a probable group of tents. No agricultural plots or domestic animals were observed nearby. AllSource Analysis 
observed the possible Mount Pang camp on commercial satellite imagery dated December 2007; it was not observed on the next 
available image from 2010.

Case Two: Possible ASG Camp on Mount Tumantangis, Indanan

According to analysis of commercial satellite imagery from 2016, AllSource Analysis identified a possible ASG temporary camp near 
the summit of Mount Tumantangis (Bud Tumantangis) in Indanan district. (Figure 18) The camp occupied an area of 0.32 hectares 
and consisted of several tarpaulin-covered structures, a 500 square meter clearing, possible tents, and probable metal framing for a 
tarpaulin covering. No agricultural plots or domestic animals were observed nearby. Analysis of GEOINT suggests the possible Mount 
Tumantangis camp was active between 2009 and 2016.

AllSource Historical Case Study Assessment

AllSource Analysis assesses that both cases represent the best examples of possible ASG camps on western Jolo Island based on 
our analytics assumptions: temporary structures, isolated areas, and high elevations that facilitate viewing activity over a large area. 
Further, the layout of each possible ASG camp is consistent: two areas of temporary structures situated on either side of a clearing. 
AllSource Analysis assesses that personnel at these possible camps could theoretically observe troop movements in Jolo along the 
major roads leading to the camps. 

It should be noted that this assessment is based on a very limited selection of satellite imagery and ground source reporting. Further, 
the probable temporary structures identified in these case studies may have multiple uses. For example, the summit of Mount 
Tumantangis offers an excellent view of Jolo city, therefore is possibly a favorite location hike. Temporary structures at this location 
may periodically provide support for hiking groups, although ASG could also periodically occupy the location on a temporary basis. 
Priority tasking for regular collection of 30cm resolution imagery will assist in analysis of change detection, to include build-up of 
equipment and other indicators of ASG candidate camp locations. 
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Figure 16. Overview: AllSource Analysis identification of two possible ASG camp locations, 2007 and 2016.
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Jolo city

Indanan

Pakitul

Talipao

This slide provides an overview of two possible 

ASG camp locations that AllSource Analysis 

identified according to GEOINT indicators 

during historical case study research.

Possible ASG camp (historical case study one),

6.0332N 121.1171E, elevation: 500 meters, 2007

Possible ASG camp (historical case study two),

5.9970N 120.9620E, elevation: 570 meters, 2016



700 square meter clearing
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Figure 17. Mount Pang (Bud Pang) Possible ASG Camp, Pakitul (6.0332N 121.1171E). DigitalGlobe: 2007-12-01.

This slide identifies a possible ASG camp (2007) according to the GEOINT 

indicators for ASG camps established by AllSource Analysis (see Figure 7). These 

structures are located on the upper slopes of Mount Pang (Bud Pang) in Pakitul

district,  in one area of estimated threat concentration identified by the Philippines 

Joint Special Operations Task Force in 2008 (see Figure 2).  Probable tarpaulin-covered structure

Probable tents

Possible ASG camp, historical case study one.

6.0332N 121.1171E, elevation: 500 meters, 2007



500 square meter clearing
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Figure 18. Mount Tumantangis (Bud Tumantangis) Possible ASG Camp, Indanan (5.9970N 120.9620E). DigitalGlobe: 2016-03-22.

Possible ASG camp, historical case study two.

5.9970N 120.9620E, elevation: 570 meters, 2016

This slide identifies a possible ASG camp (2016) according to the 

GEOINT indicators for ASG camps established by AllSource Analysis 

(see Figure 7). These structures are located near the summit of Mount 

Tumantangis (Bud Tumantangis) in  Indanan district. Probable tarpaulin-covered structure

Possible tents Probable metal framing for tarpaulin covering
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